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Made using incredibly fine fibres,
this suit’s super 130s wool cloth

helps it to drape naturally across
the body.

Tailored to define your frame, the
jacket follows your natural outline
while creating a strong shoulder.

Wear as the full three-piece for a
special occasion and add texture

with a patterned shirt and tie.

Tailored Fit
Navy Twill Suit

RRP €689     KV Price €299



Found in Northern Italy back in 1910,
the house of Ermenegildo Zegna has

always had the most covetable cloths.

Honouring the classic grey and lifting it 
with a red check, this suit showcases

the cloth in its finest light thanks to the
defined lines of a tailored fit.

Keeping detail to a minimum, the
lining is crafted in tonal silken fabric.

Tailored Fit
Grey with Red

Check Suit
RRP €939     KV Price €399



Tailored Fit
Grey Twill Suit

RRP €339     KV Price €239

Take a savvy approach to weekday
tailoring with Moss 1851’s grey

three-piece suit.

Crafted in wool-rich cloth with a 
characterful twill weave that bends to

the occasion, it’s cut to the brand’s
featured tailored silhouette to create 
strong lines with a natural fit across

the chest and shoulders.

The hue is versatile so feel free to add 
some colour with your choice of shirt 
and accessories. We reckon a printed 

pocket square will give it just the
right amount of pep.



Vitale Barberis Canonico is Italy’s oldest 
fabric mill and it uses only the finest raw 

materials before washing, spinning, dying 
and hand-finishing them in-house.

The mill’s quality craftsmanship is
reflected in its luxurious cloths. This
one is made with 90% wool, which

gives the bold check a refined finish.
We’ve half-lined the jacket for comfort

and breathability. It also has a contrasting 
undercollar for classic detail. Cut in a

tailored fit, it will highlight the
shoulders and chest while tapering 

through the arms.

Wear over a knit on cold days or
dress it up with a plain shirt and

tie for formal occasions.

Tailored Fit
Grey with Blue

Check Jacket
RRP €699     KV Price €229



A failsafe layer over casual looks
and workwear alike, Moss 1851’s

Epsom coat is loaded with heritage
tailoring influences.

Crafted in a wool blend, it’s 
delivered in easy-to-style grey

and cut to a tailored fit.

We’ve updated it to cope with the
demands of unpredictable weather,

adding in a zip-through wadded insert
in a tonal colourway so you can add it in, 

leave it out or use it on its own to
keep your core warm.

Tailored Fit
Grey Epsom with
Insert Overcoat

RRP €268     KV Price €179



A mainstay of men’s outerwear, the
parka is an investment that’ll pay

off time and time again.

Delivered in a key khaki hue, Moss
London’s take on the look is crafted in 
our tough shell fabric, offering wind

resistance and a finish that’ll help
rain roll straight off.

We’ve wadded it with our ThermoTech 
insulation, which offers reliable warmth 
without adding unnecessary weight or 

bulk. Plus we’ve added drawcords at the 
detachable hood, and a snap, toggle and

zip closure for a totally custom fit.

Slim Fit Khaki
Arctic Parka

Faux Fur Lined
RRP €239     KV Price €129



Baffle-quilted with ThermoTech
wadding to keep you warm in chilly

snaps, Moss 1851’s navy jacket is a
must on inclement commutes.

Designed to be lightweight and packed 
with protective features, it’s created in a 
tailored fit with zipped inner pockets for 

stashing valuables in downpours.

A zip-and-button placket helps to seal out 
the elements and a touch of stretch in

the fabric offers easy movement.

Tailored Fit
Navy Linear

Padded Jacket
RRP €179     KV Price €79



Because we can all agree rainy days need 
a spot of colour, Moss 1851’s tobacco-hued 

raincoat is unsurprisingly popular. 

Crafted in a water-resistant cotton blend 
and delivered in the brand’s featured

tailored fit, it secures through the front 
with a buttoned placket and features half 

lining to keep it feeling lightweight
and breathable.

Cuff straps, a contrast undercollar and 
twin welted pockets put the finishing 
touches to the jacket you won’t want

to be without this season. Or any
season, for that matter.

Tailored Fit
Tobacco Raincoat

RRP €179     KV Price €89



Treated for water repellency and wind
resistance, Moss 1851’s take on the field 

jacket seriously delivers on keeping
the elements at bay.

Turned out in a seasonal shade of green 
with a well-balanced tailored fit, it features 

button-free flap pockets and a concealed 
closure for minimalist style. Plus the

hood folds away into the collar so
you can adapt it to suit.

There’s a handy drawcord inside
that helps cinch in the shape for

a more defined outline.

Tailored Fit
Green Field Jacket

RRP €179     KV Price €89


